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Abstract
This study investigates  three hypotheses  that attempt  to explain the anomalous
negative  relationship between  real stock returns and  inflation.  The  first  is
Fana's  (1981)  hypothesis  that the relationship  is spurious  because  inflation
is  simply  serving  as a proxy  for expected  real activity,  the more  fundanental
determinant  of stock  returns.  Additionally,  we  investigate  the Geske/Ro1l
(1983)  and  Kaul (1987)  hypotheses  that the proxy  relationsh.ip  between  inflation
and  expected  real output is driven either by the pract.ice  of debt monetizat.ion
and/or  countercyc]icdl  monetary  po1  icy caffied out by the central bank.  using
a rational-expectations  approach  to the deternli  nati  on of stock prices, the
results do not favor the Fana  explanation. Nor  do they indicate that debt
monetization  lies  behjnd  the performance  of the stock  market  during
inflationary  time periods.  A countercyclical  monetary  policy response,  though,
is i  nd  i  cated.Stock Returns  and Inflat.ion:  Further Tests
of  the  Proxy and Debt-l,loneti  zati on Hypotheses
I.  II{TRODUCTION
There  exists a well-documented  tendency  for the stock  narket to perform  poorly
during inflationary tine periods (Bodie  1976,  Nelson  1976,  and  Fama  and
schwert  1977)' This  relationship  is considered  anomalous  because  stocks,
representing  claims  to real assets, should  prove  to be a good  hedge  agajnst
.inflation.  Moreover,  the Fisher (1930)  hypothesis  suggests  that stock returns
and  measures  of expected  inflation should  be  positively  correlated,  since  the
return on a nominal  asset  should  equal  the sum  of a real rate of return Dlus
expected  i nfl atjon.
Fama  and  Schwert  (1977)  find that common-stock  returns are negatively
correlated with expected  jnflation  and  probably  negat.ively  related to
unexpected  inflatjon and  to changes  in expected  inflatjon.  This is in contrast
to their conclusion  that other  assets,  such  as  private  residential  real estate
and  government  bonds  and  bills,  are at 
.least  partial  hedges  against  expected
inflation.  Bodie  (1976),  Jaffe and  Handelker  (1976),  Nelson  (1976),  Gultekin
(1983)  and  Kaul  (1987)  also  find evidence  conflicting  with the Fisher
hypothesi  s for  common  stocks.
Fana  (1981)  hypothesizes  that the observed  inverse  relationship between  real
stock returns and  inflation  is spurious.  Inflation  simply  acts as a proxy  for
real-activity variables  in models  which  relate stock  returns  to inflation.  The
primary  deterninant  of stock returns is the expected  level of real economic
activity.  However,  due  to noney-demand  effects,  Fama  argues  that increases  in
anticipated  real activity are inversely  correlated  with 'inflation.  Th.is  .leads
to the illusion that higher  levels  of inf.lation  cause  lower  stock  returns  inJ
nodels  which  do not explicitly  include  expected  real-activity variables. using
data for  the tine period 1954-1976,  Fama  demonstrates  the inportance  of real
activity  in determining  real stock  returns.  The  negative  l.ink between  stock
returns and  expected  inf.lation, though,  remains  in some  of his regressions
until  the growth  rate of the monetary  base  is  also added. Fama  attr.ibutes this
to statistical  rather than economic  factors.  Accounting  for  real activity  and
the growth  rate of the nonetary  base  renoves  the significance  of unexpected
inflation  when  annual  data are used  but not when  rnonthly  or quarterly dara are
used.
Geske  and  Roll (1983)  also argue  that the negative  relationship between  real
stock returns and  inflation  is  spurious. They  hypothesize  that changes  in
stock returns signal exogenous  shocks  in real output.  changes  in real output
are then followed by similar novements  in government  r:evenue.  so, a decrine in
stock returns is followed  by a decl  ine in government  revenues. Given
government  spending,  the federal deficit  increases,  as does  government  debt
outstanding'  Pressure  then exists on the Fed  to monetize  the debt, which
results in greater inflation.  Rationa.l  people,  observing  the change  in stock
returns' inmediately  revise  their inflation expectations  and  adjust  prices  and
interest rates accordingly. Geske  and  Roll argue  that a "reverse  causality,,
results from  thjs  sequence  of events  1.  Stock  returns ,,cause,,,  .in  an
econometric  sense,  inflation,  rather than inf'lation preceding  stock returns.
If  the observed  negative  link between  inflation and  stock  returns  is driven
by Federal  Reserve  efforts  to monetize  government  debt, the link  should  break
down  in time per.iods  when  the Federal  Reserve  js not engaged  in debt
monetization. Hein (1981)  provides  evidence  that the Federal  Reserve  was
monetizing  the debt from 1955  through  1975  but discontJnued  this  practice afterA
1975.  (The  studv  ends  with 1980.) Geske  and  Roil use  the time period from 1953
to  1980  with sub-time  periods  January  1953  through  July 1971  and  August  1921
through  December  1980. Their tests are thus conducted  covering  a period of
time in which  Federal  reserve  behavior  rnight  have  changed.
Benderly  and  Zwick  (1985)  also argue  that the stock return/i nfl at  i  on link  is
spurious, but attribute the link  between  inflation  and  expected  real activity
to a real balance  effect at work. After establishing  a link between  inflation
and  future output, Benderly  and  Zwick  find that the monetary  base  variable has
a significant positive  coefficient  and  the inflation var.iable  has  a significant
negative  coefficient.  The  signs  of these  coefficients  are in line w.ith  a
wealth  effect associated  with an increase  in real money  balances. They  also
note that the positive coeffjcient on the monetary  base  varjable js
inconsistent  with the Geske/Roll  debt-moneti  zat  j  on hypothesis.
Kaul (1987)  builds on Fama's  and  Geske  and  Ro  s work  by considering  money-
supply  responses  that may  not be debt induced. using  a model  that relates the
growth  rate of money  to the federal deficit,  the unemployment  rate,  and  lags of
money  growth' Kaul  concludes  that a deficit-induced counter-cyc  I  i  cal monetary
policy' interacting  with money  denand,  gives  rise to the inverse  relationship
between  inflation  and  stock returns in the post-war  tirne  period.  To  further
support  this  result,  Kaul  shows  that during a period  of tine characterized  by
pro-cyclical monetary  policy,  1926-1940,  base  growth  and  future real activity
are positively coffelated, which  elirninates  the link  between  stock returns and
i  nfl  at  i  on.
Finally, Chang  and  Pinegar  (1987)  find that the relationship  between
inflation and  stock  returns  is related  to market  risk, a result consistent  w.ith
both the Fana  and  Geske/Roll-Kaul  hypotheses  that stock returns and  inflationare related because  of their more  fundanental  relationship with expected  real
output growth.
This paper  extends  the studies  by Fama,  Geske/Rol  1 and  Kaul  by employing  a
rational expectations  model  along  the tines suggested  by Mishkin  (1993).  Th.is
approach  allows the Fanra,  Geske/Roll  and  Kaul  expianations  for  the negative
stock returns-  i  nf  I  at  i  on relationship to be incorporated  'in a single model  .
Further, the relationship between  stock  returns and  inflation  is estinated over
different  tlme periods  during  which  Federal  Reserve  behavior  may  have  changed.
The  empirical results do not support  the Farna  (19g1)  or the Geske-Roll  (19g3)
explanations  for  the negative  stock returns-inflation  link.  There  is  evidence,
however,  of a countercyclical  nonetary  policy along  the lines suggested  by Kaul
(1987). ble  proceed  as  follows:  In section  II,  the model  .is  developed.
section III  contains  a description  of the data set.  section IV presents  our
results, following  which  Sectjon  V conta.ins  our conclusions.
lI.  A Rational Expectations  ibdel  of  Stock Returns
The  rational expectations  approach  developed  by Mishkin  (1993)  and  employed
here  expresses  rates of return on financial assets  as a function of unexpected
money  growth,  unexpected  output growth  and  unexpected  inflation.  Unlike
previous  research,  this  approach  inposes  a theoretjcal structure--name  1y
market  efficiency--on the est.imat.ion  of the stock returns-inflation
relationship.  Further, this  approach  allows  the Fama,  Geske/Roll  and  Kau.l
theories of the anomaly  to be nested  within a unified model  .  Famars  proxy-
effect  hypothesis,  and  the temporal  orderings  implied  by Geske  and  Roll are
tested  using  a Mishkin-type  modet. Also,  the possibitity that ao
countercyclical  monetary  policy is responsible  for the negative  stock returns-
inflation link can  be  investigated  using  this approach.
Our  model  then consists  of four equations. one  equation  defjnes stock
returns as a function of unexpected  noney  growth.  output growth  and inflation,
whi  le the other three equations  provide  forecasts  of these  variables.  our
first  step is to establish  the three  forecasting  equations. It  is also
inportant to  investigate  the stability  of the model  parameters  jn the
forecasting  equations  given  the likely changes  in the structure  of Federal
Reserve  behavior.  Next,  we  simultaneously  estimate  the four-equation  nodel to
impose  the cross-equation  constraints inrplied  by the rati ondl  -expectat  i  ons
approach.
Fo1  lowing  Mishkin  (1983)  we  specify a stock-return  equation  of the forrn:
yt=y+B(xr-xi)+e.  (1)
where  yt  = real stock returns
J  = 'rnatural"  real stock  return
B  = vector of coefficients
Xt  = matrix of predetermined  variables
..F
X;  = anticipated  value  of X at time  t,
conditional  on information  available  at t_l.
.t  = emor term  serially  uncorrelated  and
uncoffelated  w.ith  the r.ight-hand  side
vari  ab  I  es.
and  the forecastlng  equations  as:
X,=Za_.,v+u, (2)where  Xt  = rIoneJ  growth, real  output growth, or
i  nf  I  ation
It_l  = set of variables used  to forecast  Xt
avai  lable at time  t-i
v  = vector of coefficients
ut  = error tenn assumed  to be uncorrelated  with
the information  set at t_i
Subst.ituting  the expectation  of equation  (2) into (1), we  obtain:
Yt=y+B(Xr-Zr_rv)+e,
0ur specificatjon  for the I'natural'r  stock  return level is:
Y=O(TB-INFL")+d
where  (TB  -  INFLe)  is the expected  risk-free real return, and  d is  a constant
risk premiun.  '  Mishkin  notes  that a simple  specification  is justifiable as
the variation of the "natural',  return relative to the variation of the
difference between  the "natural" return and  the actual return is probably  snal  1
for long-1ived  assets  over  short  holding  periods.3
l,le  also note at this  po.int  that the rnethod  of ratjonal expectatjons
introduces  a cross-equation  constraint.  The  pararneter  'rv,r  appears  in both the
forecasting and  output  equations. Thus,  estinration  of the four equations  must
be done  jo  i  nt  ly.
III.  DATA
Quarterly  data frorn  1968  through  the fjrst  quarter  of 19gz  are used  to estimate
al1 equations' The  variables  used  in the enpirical section  are  describeo
below,  All  data are from  the C.itibase  data base.
(3)B  The  growth  rate of the adjusted  nonetary  base  calculated  as the
fi rst-d  i  fferenced  series  of the.loqs.
S  The  real rate of return on common  stock calculated  as the first-
djfferenced  series of the tog of the ratio  of the S&p  S00  jndex
(p1us  dividend  yield) in quarter  t divided  by the GNp  deflator jn
quarter  t.
TB  The  average  90-day  Treasury-bilI rate.
DG  Growth  rate of real government  debt. calculated  as the first
difference of logs.  The  implicit  Gl,lp  deflator js used  to deflate
nominal  debt.
U  Average  unemploynent  rate over the quarter.
GNPG  Growth  rate of real GNp  (f.irst difference of logs).
INFL  Inflation rate calculated  as  the first  difference  of logs  of the
GNP  defl  ator.
FCAB  Federal  cyclically-adjusted  budget  surplus.9
IV.  RESULTS
IV.  A.  Forecasting  Equ  at  i  ons
An  atheoretical approach  is used  to forn the forecasting  equations. The  sole
criteria for including  variables  in the forecasting  model  is that they  are
useful in predicting  changes  in the target variable  of interest.  whether  a
theoretical  relationship  can  be  established  is irrelevant.  Before  the stock-
returns equation  can  be estinated, the forecasting  equations  must  be
established,  i.e.,  the variables  .in  the Z matrix  jn equat.ion  (2) rnust  be
selected. This  process  involves  not only identifying  the variables  to include
in Z, but also choosing  the number  of  lagged  values  of these  variables to
include,  testing for the stability of the parameters,  and  testing that tne
residuals are white noise.  l,le  forecast money  growth  (defined  as the monetary
base),  real output  growth,  and  inflation with lagged  values  of the following
variables: the growth  rate of the monetary  base;  the rate on 90-day  T-bills;
inflation;  real GNP  growth;  real stock  returns; the cycl  ical  ly-adjusted  budget
surplus; the unemployment  rate; and  the growth  rate of real government  debt.
By including variables in Z that characterize  the state of the econorny  and
level of government  debt, we  may  investigate  their  relationsh.ip  to money
growth  and  inflation  in an attempt  to verify the proxy  and  debt-nonet  i  zat  i  on
hypotheses.
Following  Mishkin,  four lags  of all  variables  are included.  Standard  F
tests are used  to  identify the variables  that are useful in the forecasting
equatjons. A sequence  of forecasting  equations  is estimated  with the
coefficients on the four '1ags 
of one  variable (beg.inning  with lags of the
variable being  forecasted)  joinfly  restricted to zero.  Table  1 presents  the
results of F tests of these  restrictions.  past values  of the base  growth  rate,10
the T-bill  rate'  and  the unempioyment  rate test significant,  at the s-percent
1eve1,  in the base  forecasting  equation. The  groirrth  rate of federal debt tests
significant  at the 10%  level and  is retained in future analyses  to a.l  low for  a
direct test of the debt-rnonet  i  zat  i  on hypothesis. The  base  growth  rate,  the
unemployment  rate, and  the .inflation rate alI  test sign.ificant in the inflation
equation.  No  vaniab.les  were  found  to be s.ign.ificant  in the GNp  growth
equation-  However,  to proceed,  the T-b  r rate is selected  since it  yielded
the greatest F statistic.  Lags  of the growth  rate of Gl'{p  are also included.
Due  to possible  instability jn the forecasting  equations,  we  test the
importance,  over four sub-time  periods, of the variables that were  found  to be
'insignificant over the entire time period.  These  four sub-tirne  periods  are:
1969.  I  I-1974.  IV. 1975.  I-1979.  I  II,  1979.  IV-1982.  I  II.  and  1982.  IV-1992.  I.
(sightly different  periods  are used  for the base  growth  equation  because  of the
small number  of observat.ions  in some  of these  periods).  The  l9z4 date is
chosen  because  of Hein's  (1981)  evidence  of a change  in the inpact  of
government  debt outstanding  on Federal  Reserve  behavior. The  1979  and  1992
dates are chosen  as possible  switch  points because  of changes  in the Federal
Reserve's  operating  target (Frjedman,  19gg). F tests are agajn  used  to
deternine  if  these  variables are useful additions  to the forecasting  equations
in any  of the sub-time  periods. The  results  are  given  in Table  2.  The  GNp
growth  rate terns are close to being  significant at the 5%  level in the base
growth  equation  and  are therefore added. The  federal cycl  j  ca  I  ly_adju  sted
budget  surplus  is significant  in the 1975:l-1979:III  and  1969:II-1979:III  time
periods in the GNP  gror,/th  equation. I'lo  additional variables test  signif.icant
in the inflation equat  i  on.11
Armed  with these  results, chow  tests for regime  switches  in the forecasting
equations  may  be constructed. l,le  test for switches  at the end  of 1974,  after
the third  quarter in 1979,  and  after the third  quarter in 1982. The  results of
these  tests are presented  jn Table  3.  These  tests are conducted  usjng
switching  regressions  estimated  w.ith  data  from  1969:II  to 1987:I  with a
zerolone  dummy  variable included  where  al'l intercept and  slope  terms  are
allowed  to change. The  null  hypotheses  of no switches  in the base-growth  and
inflation  equations  in 1979  is rejected.  The  chow  test,  conducted  across  the
sub-time  periods  1969.  I  I  -  1979.  I  I  I and  19z9.Iv-1997.I,  yields an  F statistic of
4.10 for  the base  growth  equation,  The  chow  test conducted  across  the suD-
time  periods  1975:l-1979:lII  and  1979:IV-19g7:l  yields an  F statistic of 4.26
for  the inflation  equation. These  are significant at the 1#  and  5%  levers
respectively. No  test statistics are  significant  for_the  other  switch  points
in the base  growth  and inflation  equations  nor in the GNp  growth  forecasting
equat  ion.
values  of the explanatory  variables past the fourth lag are also considered
for inclusion  in the forecasting  equations.  Each  forecasting  equation  was
estimated  with the fifth  lagged  vatue  of all  the right-hand-side  variables
included.  F tests are then employed  to ascertain  the usefulness  of  including
these  extra lags.  Similar  tests are  also  conducted  including  the fifth  through
the eighth  lags  of these  explanatory  variables. The  results of these  tests are
presented  in Table  4.  No  test statistics are  significant, thus  only four lags
are included  in the empirjcal  work  jn Sectjon  IVB.
A final  check  performed  to validate the forecasting  equations  is to test  if
their  residuals are white noise.  The  Box-pierce  portnanteau  test  is employed
for this purpose.  The  Q-statistics, constructed  with one,  four, and  then  tenT2
autocorrelations,  are presented  in Table  5.  The  null  hypothesis  is  that the
residuals  are  white  noise.  under  ttiis null hypothesis,  the test statistic  is
asymptotically  chi-squared  with degrees  of freedon  equal  to the number  of
autocorre  I  at  i  ons  used  to construct  the statistic.  No  test statistics  are
significant; thus  the hypothesis  that the residuals  are  white  noise  cannot  be
rejected.
Based  on these  results, we  spec.ify  the model  as 4:
st  = Bo + B](TB -  rNFLe) + B2(B-Be)  + B3(rNFL  -  rNFLe)
+ B4(cNpc  -  GNeGel  + eaa (4)
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the study  and  establishes  the
stated  at this point.  Under13
debt-monet  i  zat  i  on hypothesis.  stock  returns should  be useful in forecasting  the
growth  rate of the monetary  base  and  inflation.  The  failure  of stock returns
to be important  in forecasting  these  variables  confricts  with the debt-
nonet.izat  i  on hypothesi  s.
IVB.  Results  of Stock-Returns  l4odel
The  seemingly  unrelated  regression  (suR)  method  is used  to est.irnate  the model
consisting  of equations  (4), (b), (6), and  (7).  This  procedure  acconmodates
the need  to restrict  paraneters  across  equations  and  improves  efficiency by
recognizing  that the forecast effors may  be correlated  across  equationr  5. Th.
model  is estimated  using  the entire time period  with a zerolone  dunmy  variable
included  to allow  all  coefficients  to swjtch  in 1929  6.  However,  the
parameters  for  the two sub-time  periods  are shown  to best highlight the
results.
The  results of estimating  equation  (4) are:
1969:II  - 1979:III
' =  -'?3i?1r 





-  i .37  (GNPG-cNPGe)
(  1.41)
1979:IV  -  1987:I
s = 
9r29?l*  -.lc.4**1TB-rNFLe)  - 1z.B**18-ee1  - 0.3s2(INFL-INFLe)




R-Squared  = .74  Dt,l  -  1.84
** = sjgnificant at the one-percent  level
(e)L4
The  t  values  are shown  below  the parameter  estimates. The  estimates  of the
forecastjng equations  are presented  in Tables  6a, 6b, and  6c.
Our  results do  not support  Fama,s  inflation-proxy  hypothesis  in the earlier
period because  the negative  relationship between  unexpected  inflatjon  and  stock
returns renajns  even  after controlling for real output effects.  Furthermore,
the unexpected  jnflation  term is significant dfter controlling for  unexpected
changes  in the growth  rate of the nonetary  base,  suggesting  that the base  is
not simply  a replacement  proxy  forinflation.
The  results of the base-growth  forecasting  equation  in the first  time period
imply  the possibility of countercyclical  policy as suggested  by Kaul  (1987).
As shown  in Table  6a, the sun  of the unemploynent  rate coefficients is positive
and  significant in the first  period  implying  that the..equilibrium  growth  rate
of base  money  moves  in a countercycl  .ical  manner  7.
However,  the results of the base  growth  forecasting  equation  confl.ict with
the Geske/Rolt  hypothesis.  The  sum  of the debt  coefficients  in Table  6a in the
first  perjod  is negative  (-.523)  and  significant (t value  = 4.15).  The  sum  of
the debt coefficients in the second  period is not signifjcant.  under  the debt-
monetization  hypothesis,  a change  in the growth  rate of debt induces  a change
in base  growth  in the sane  direction.  The  negative  sign in the first  period
conflicts with the hypothesis  and  the insignificant  coefficient  on  the debt
terms  in the second  period  fails to support  the hypothesis.  This  directly
conflicts with the Geske/Roll  and  Kaul  conclusions  that government  debt  is
driving countercycljcal  monetary  pol  icy.
Finally,  the coefficient on the unexpected  base-growth  term switches  from  a
positive  to a negative  value,  while  the unexpected  jnflatjon term  js15
significant in the first  period  but insignificant  in the second  period.  These
results may  be consistent  with the nonetary  authorities'  increasing  focus on
monetary  aggregates  beginning  in late 1979. unexpected  rnovenents  in the gro!,th
of the base  may  induce  an offsetting response  by the monetary  authorities.  An
unexpected  increase  in base  growth  may  lead  to a perceived  subsequent
tightening by the monetary  authority, causing  a drop  in stock  prices (Ro1ey,
1983,  1987). Also, if  monetary  aggregates  played  a more  important  role in Fed
policy post-1979,  agents  nay have  come  to view  base  growth  as a replacenent
proxy  for  inflation.  This may  explain  why  the base  growth  variable switches
sign after 1979  and  remains  significant, while  unexpected  inflation becomes
i  ns  i  gn  i  fi cant.
v.  suill,rARY  Al{0  col{clustoHs
This study investigates  three hypotheses  of the anomalous  negative  relationship
betb/een  stock returns and  inflation.  The  first  is Fana's  hypothesis  that the
relationship is  spurious  and  that inf lat.ion  .is sinply serving  as a proxy  for
expected  real activity,  a more  fundanental  determinant  of stock returns.
Additional  1y, we  investigate the Geske/Roll  and  Kaul  hypotheses  that the proxy
relationship  between  inflation and  rea'l  output  is driven  by  policy reactions  of
the Federal  Reserve. A rat  i  onal  -expectat  i  ons  franework  is empioyed  in forming
a model  which  expresses  stock  returns as a function of unexpected  base  growth,
real output, and inflation.  Th.is  model  allows  for  a test of the impact  of
inflation  on stock returns while controlling for  real output effects.  we  are
also able to detect both the jnpact of debt growth  on the growth  rate of the
rnonetary  base,  and  the presence  of a countercyclical  nonetary  policy.16
our results conflict  wjth both Fama,s  proxy  hypothesis  and  the debt-
monetization  hypothesis.  we  find that unexpected  inflation is still  important
even  after  accounting  for  the effect of real-output shocks, |.lhile  our results
suggest  that the monetary  po1  icy response  process  is  important  in causing  the
negative  stock  returns  - inflation relationship,  it  is not debt  induced.  e
f ind that the growth  of federal debt is not positively related to the growth  of
base  money  as is predicted  by the debt-monet  i  zat  i  on hypothesis. Our  results
suggest  that the opposite  is true.  This implies  that even  if  the Federal
Reserve  is monetizing  debt, demand-side  effects in the money  narket outweigh
the supply-side  effects.  Thus,  an inflatjon-expected  future output
relationship  is not due  to debt  monetization,  but possibly  arises  from  a
countercycl  ical monetary  po1  icy.L7
EI{01{OTES
1, The  "reverse  causalityt'  model  used  by Geske  and  Rol  l  .is:
RFt-RFt_1  = GO+G'(bRS,_RFt)+et
where  RF  is the TBILL  rate,  RS  is the stock return, G, characterizes  the inpact
of a change  in stock returns on the change  in rates, and  b is a speed-of-
adjustment  coefficient.  The  change  in the TBILL  rate proxies  for the change  in
expected  inflation.  The  tests focus  on the paraneter  b, whjch  under  the
reverse  causality hypothes.is,  is negative.
2. This is similar to Mishkin's  (1983)  specification  for the equilibrium  rate
of return for  long-term  bonds.
3. See  Mishkin  (1983,  p. 23).
4. caution  should  be  exercised  in assigning  neaning  to the coefficients  of the
forecasting equations. They  are reduced-form  equations  from  unspecified
structural models. For exarnple,  the base-grov,th  forecasting  equation  should
not be viewed  as a Federal  Reserve  reaction  function, but as the combination  of
a supply  function and  a demand  function for base  money.
5. under  rational expectatlons,  the error tern in the stock-returns  equation  is
independent  of those  in the forecasting  equations. The  largest covariance
between  the residuais in the stock  return equation  and  forecasting  residuals18
frorn  the first  stage  is -1.96 X 10-6, so no steps  were  taken  to restrict  them
tro  zero.
6. The  1979  break  is chosen  because  it  corresponds  to the instability  indicated
in the base-growth  and  inflation  forecastjng  equations.
7. Table  6a also reveals  the presence  of a countercyclical  monetary  policy in
the later  time period as wel.l  .  The  surn  of the coefficients on GNp  growth  is
negative  and  significant.  cozier  and  Rahman  (199g,  p. 765)  find evidence  using
canadian  data that the nonetary  authorities there may  respond  to the stock
narket in setting monetary  policy.19
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Selection  of Forecastinq  Eguati  ons
1969:II  - 1987:l









Govrt  Debt  Growth  Rate
Unemployment  Rate
Inflation Rate
Real  Stock  Returns
GNP  Growth  Rate












2.  B  1**














Durbin  h " -0.82
l\
Signif  icant at the  1%  level.
Significant  at the  5% 
'level.
Significant  at the 10%  levet.
Four  lags  of each  variable  are included  jn all  eouations.
The  Durbin-Watson  statistic  is biased  here  because  of the presence  of
lagged  endogenous  variables on the right-hand  s.ide  of the bquations. The
resjduals from  the oLS  estimates  of the equations  are regressed  on the
right-hand-side  variables  along  with the oLS  residuat  laiged  one  period.23
TABLE  2
Tests  for Additiona'l  Variables  jn Forecastinq  Equations
Ft-  =  a +t
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r'u  t gi+12  (  ut_i )
VARIABLES  ADDED  TO
INITIAL  EQUATION:
Real  Stock  Returns
GNP  Growth
Infl ati on Rate
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VARIABLES  ADDED  TO
INITIAL  EQUATION
Real  Stock  Returns
GNP  Growth
Fed  Debt Growth
Fed  Cycl-Adj  Budget
















75:  I-  82:  iV-  69:  i I-
79:III  87:l  79:III
2.45  35.45  0.22
0.61  1.02  1.69
1.96  3.41  0.51
0.80  26.88  0.13
L.7I  7.94  1.64
Surplus24
Table  2 (cont)
Initi a1  GNP  Growth  Equation:
GNFG = .O 1  f, C; (GNPGF-;  )
i -r  '
+  t  ^  /mE  \ ' .  '- "i+4 t'"t-.1  /
-L=-L
VARIABLES  AODED  TO
INITIAL  EQUATION;
Real  Stock  Returns
Base  Growth  Rate
Fed  Debt  Growth  Rate
Inflation Rate
Unempl  oyment  Rate
Fed  Cycl-Adj  Budget  Surplus
Signif  icant  at
S  ignificant at



































I  evel  .
I  evel  .25
Date
TABLE  3
Forecasting  Equations  Tests  for Switches
F-Statistic
Base  Inflation  GNP
Growth  Grov',th  Growth
Rate  Rate  Rate
1969:2  - 1974:4  /  0.20  l.tz  1.45
1975:1  - 1979:3
1975:1  -1979:3/  a  4.26**  1.89
1979:4  - 1982:3
1979.4-1982t3/  a  3.39  2.03
1982:4  - 1987:1
1969:1  - 1979t3  /  4.10***  1.OZ  2.06
1979:4  - 1987:1
*** - Sjgnifjcant  at the 1%  level
**  - Significant  at the 5%  levet.
a -  There  are too few observations  to estimate  the base  growth  equation  for
these  tine periods.  The  Chow  test across  the periods 1975:1-1979:3  and
1979:4-1987:1  yields a test statistic of 2.28.  The  Chow  test across  the
periods  1975:1-1982:3  and  1982:4-1987:1  yields a test statistic of 0.98.
Neither  of these  are statistically significant.26
TABLE  4
Sjqnificance  Tests  for Addjtion Lags  jn Forecasting  Equations  a
EQUATiON F STATISTICS
Time  Peri  ods:
69:lI-87:I  69:II-79:III  1p:4-B7zl
Base  Growth  Equ  at  i  on:
Signifjcance  test for tag  5  0.40  0.41  Z.l3
Significance  test for lags  5 - B  0.96  b  D
Inflation Equati  on:
Signifjcance  test for lag 5  1.35  O.2O  0.95
Signifjcance  test for lags  5 - B  0.97  0.49  O.Ll
GNP  Growth  Equat  i  on:
Significance  test for lag 5  1.Ol  0.46  O.ZL
Significance  test for lags  5 - I  1.43  0.36  L.7g
a  The  null hypotheses  tested  is that the fifth  rags  of all  variables  in tne
equation  (gf lugt 5 through  8) are not sjgnificant-against the alternative
that the.  fifth  lags (or lags  5 through  8)-are  useful-in  forecast.ing  the
dependent  vari  abl  e.
o  The.e  are too few  observations  to conduct  the test.27
EQUATIONS
Base  Growth  Forecasting  Equati  on
Inf  lation Forecasting  Equation
GNP  Growth  Forecasting  Equati  on
-  Box-Pierce  portmanteau
under  the nu11  hypothesis
freedom  equal  the number
test stati  st  i  c.
Q-STATISTIC  a










test,  Thjs  statistic is asymptotically  chl-squared
that the residuals are white noise.  The  deqrees  of
of autocorre  lat  i  ons  used  'in the calculation 5f tne
Res  i  dual  s28
TABLE  6a
Base  Growth  Forecasting  Equat  j  on
1969:2  - 1979:3
Estimate  t-stat
1979:4  -  1987:.7
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Inflation  Forecastino  Eguat  i  on
1969:2  - 1979:3
Estinate  t-stat
0.0000387 0.01
1979:4  - 1987:1
Estimate  t-stat VARIAB  LE ;----------':--_=
LOnStant
A
X Inflation Rate(t-i  )
i=1
X Base  Growth  Rate  (t- i )
i-t









x GNP  Growth  Rate(t-i  )
i-l
4
t  T-bj  l 1 Rate(t-i  )
X Budget  Surpl  us  (t- i  )
i=1
R-Squared  =  0.57
Durbin  h  =  -0.90
***- _-51!iiricant at
**  - Sign.ificant  at
-0.22L
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